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ABSTRACT

Dam removal is often implemented without adequate baseline monitoring to distinguish background variability from channel
changes due to the removal. This study evaluated aerial photos as substitutes for multiple-year pre-removal field data to assess
downstream channel changes associated with a small dam removal. The Brownsville Dam, a 2.1m tall concrete dam on the
Calapooia River, Oregon, was removed in 2007. We mapped bars and the low flow channel downstream from the dam and in an
upstream control reach using aerial photos (1994–2008) and in the field prior to (2007) and following (2008) removal. The
locations and magnitudes of changes in bar area and wetted width, relative to errors, indicate that downstream channel changes
were a result of the removal. The maximum changes (�3520� 1460m2 for bar area, 32� 8m for wetted width) observed prior
to dam removal with aerial photos were far downstream. In contrast, the maximum changes after removal were immediately
below the dam (200� 90m2 for bar area,�11� 3m for wetted width), and small in the upstream control (�150� 130m2 for bar
area, 9� 4m for wetted width). The dominant errors were photo specific: exposure error for spring to summer comparisons,
position error for photos not processed for this study and identification error for small scale photos not scanned from film. We
found aerial photos to be an acceptable but coarse substitute for multi-year pre-removal field data, and suggest best practices to
minimize errors. Copyright # 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

In the United States, 80 percent of dams will reach the end of their design life by 2020 (Evans et al., 2000). There

are a myriad of problems associated with the aging of dams: reservoir sedimentation leading to reduced storage and

flood control capacity, lack of compliance with fish passage requirements, impaired structural integrity,

downstream scouring, orphan ownership, liability and increased maintenance (Evans et al., 2000; Heinz Center,

2002). While some of these problems may be addressed with repairs or maintenance, removal has become the

favoured option in many situations due to cost of repair and the increasingly negative public opinion of dams

associated with effects on ecosystems (Doyle et al., 2003), such as delayed or impeded fish migration (Bednarek,

2001), modified flow regimes (Poff et al., 1997) and impaired water quality (Jaske and Goebel, 1967; Ward and

Stanford, 1979). In addition to contributing to a broader goal of habitat restoration, dam removal also provides a

unique opportunity to study ecological and geomorphological processes (Bushaw-Newton et al., 2002; Doyle et al.,

2003). However, the majority of the dams removed (more than 450) in the last century, primarily small dams storing

less than 123 000m3 of water, were relatively unstudied (Heinz Center, 2002; Stewart and Grant, 2005).

The general expectations for geomorphic outcomes in the reservoir and downstream after a dam removal have

been established based upon studies of dam removals and geomorphic analogies, including landslides, incised

channels and sediment pulses in flumes (Doyle et al., 2002; Pizzuto, 2002; Stewart, 2006). This work indicates that

the extent of geomorphic changes associated with a small dam removal is limited both in time and space (Pizzuto,

2002; Doyle et al., 2005). Downstream, the dominant process influencing deposition in steep gravel-bed rivers
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appears to be dispersing the sediment wave (Lisle et al., 2001), with deposition occurring primarily on channel

margins, pools and on bars (Stanley et al., 2002; Sutherland et al., 2002; Stewart, 2006).

In the reservoir area, dam removal studies have found that modified channel evolution models are a good

approximation of observed changes in reservoirs after the removal of dams (Doyle et al., 2002; Pizzuto, 2002;

Cantelli et al., 2004; Ahearn and Dahlgren, 2005; MacBroom, 2005; Evans, 2007). Reservoir erosion is typically

initiated at the former dam site with a knickpoint, which propagates upstream, and formation of an equilibrium

channel in the reservoir can take upwards of a decade (Pizzuto, 2002). However, recent removals with non-cohesive

sand and gravel sediments, such as the ‘blow and go’ removal of the Marmot Dam on the Sandy River, Oregon

demonstrate much more rapid evacuations of reservoir sediment and channel establishments (Major et al., 2008).

On the Sandy River, the knickpoint migrated 500m upstream of the initiation site at the earthen coffer dam and

eroded approximately 15% (100 000m3) of the reservoir sediments within 48 h of the coffer dam being breached

(Major et al., 2008).

Geomorphological studies of events similar to dam removals, and those removal studies that have been

performed, allow us to predict the trends and processes, but specifics will continue to elude scientists and managers

until there is a greater body of research performed in a standardized fashion (Pizzuto, 2002). Unfortunately, the

science of dam removal is evolving as a collection of uncoordinated case studies with typically no more than 1 year

of data collected before removal (Bushaw-Newton et al., 2002; Doyle et al., 2005; Stewart and Grant, 2005). Error

analysis of observations associated with channel change has also been missing (Mount and Louis, 2005). Without

the qualifiers of natural variability provided by multiple-year pre-removal data, and an estimate of measurement

error, changes observed following dam removal are challenged by a lack of appropriate context.

In this paper, we present methods for detecting and evaluating the physical effects of a small dam removal on the

Calapooia River in Oregon within the context of natural variability and measurement error. The primary objective

of this study was to evaluate the use of aerial photos as a substitute for multiple-year pre-removal field data to assess

the downstream impact of a small dam removal. Multiple-year pre-removal data from analysis of aerial photos was

used to evaluate changes in features (e.g. low flow channel, bars) following dam removal within the context of

natural variability over time. We also evaluated the downstream effects of the dam removal relative to an upstream

control using field surveys.

Metrics comparable between aerial photos and field surveys were restricted to those in planform, such as width

and bar area, because extraction of depth from aerial photos was not possible for this study. Within the metrics

available to evaluate the erosion and deposition of sediment using aerial photos and field surveys, we chose to study

changes in the width of the low flow wetted channel and area of exposed gravel bars. Based upon transport capacity

of the Calapooia River, we calculated there to be less than 2 years of sediment stored behind the dam (14 000m3 of

gravel with a D50¼ 59mm). From this relatively small volume of sediment, the scoured status of the channel

immediately downstream, and the dominance of dispersion in previous removals, we expected geomorphic changes

as a result of the dam removal to be small and limited to within the active channel. Since aerial photos are typically

difficult to use to investigate small-scale changes, we seek to establish the lower bound for which these types of

analyses could be applied. We chose not to use commonly applied metrics, such as those for the active or bankfull

channel, due to the inconsistent and problematic identification of the boundaries of the bankfull and active channel

between aerial photos and field surveys (Mount and Louis, 2005). We acknowledge that both wetted width and bar

area are discharge dependent, and therefore frequently avoided in channel change studies (e.g. Gaeuman et al.,

2003; O’Connor et al., 2003). However, these metrics have utility in evaluating changes in in-channel gravel

storage (directly for bar area and indirectly for wetted width) (Van Steeter and Pitlick, 1998; Ham and Church,

2000; Evans et al., 2007), and we therefore explore methods to address the uncertainty associated with their use.

In order to compare measurements of channel changes using different techniques relative to discharge, we

evaluated the measurement error associated with the aerial photos and field surveys. We identified three

components of error when representing and comparing natural features using topographic surveys or aerial photos:

(1) position; (2) identification and (3) exposure (Downward, 1995; Ham and Church, 2000). We define position

error as the uncertainty in a measurement due to inaccuracies in re-occupying a physical location using coordinates.

For a topographic survey in the field, coordinate accuracy is a function of the precision of the instrument, and how

correctly the field crew can set up and use the instrument. By orthorectifying aerial photos, we fit a model to the

photo to remove distortion, apply a consistent scale and assign coordinates to locations on the photo. Thus, the
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accuracy of the coordinates is dependent on the fit of the model. From coordinate accuracy, we derived position

error by calculating the effect of the coordinate accuracy of each photo or field survey on measurements at each

location of interest. We define identification error as the uncertainty in a measurement as the result of sampling a

continuous feature using discrete points. For both aerial photos and field surveys, identification error was a function

of the perception of the operator, and the clarity of the boundaries. Finally, we define exposure error as the

uncertainty in measurements of discharge dependent metrics compared between aerial photos or field surveys taken

at different discharges. For example, any observed change in bar size will be a function of physical changes in the

bar and channel between measurements as well as differences between the amount of bar exposed due to discharge.

In this paper, we present our investigations of the limitations of using field surveys and aerial photos to assess the

impacts of a small dam removal, and the reliability and relative importance of measurement errors for each

approach. Through inclusion of measurement error and a comparison between a field survey and aerial photo taken

during the same summer, we strove to reconcile possible differences between changes observed from aerial photos

and field surveys as a result of the different measurement techniques.

BACKGROUND

Geography of the Calapooia River basin

The Calapooia River is a major tributary of the Willamette River in Oregon (Figure 1) with a drainage area of

947 km2 (Runyon et al., 2004). It is a gravel-bed river that flows 121 km from east to west starting at Tidbits

Mountain in the Cascade Mountain Range and joining the Willamette River at Albany. The headwaters are in the

Western Cascades, which consist of steep and highly dissected terrain of basalt and andesite (Sherrod and Smith,

2000). The upper portion of the watershed, from the headwaters to the town of Holley, is mostly private land

managed for forestry (Runyon et al., 2004). In the middle portion of the watershed, from Holley to the Sodom Dam

diversion downstream of the Brownsville Dam, the river is meandering and the valley opens into flat agricultural

and rural residential lands. The peak flow of record at Holley was 357 cms on 22 December 1964 (Tippett, 1990).

Dam history, location and demolition

The Brownsville Dam was located at river km 62 in the middle portion of the watershed, about 4 km southeast of

Brownsville. It was first built as a log crib dam in the late 1800s to divert water into the Brownsville Canal to bring

water to a variety of mills (Runyon et al., 2004). The dam fell into disuse in the 1940s when the mills closed, and the

dam failed during the 1964 flood (McCowan, 2007). It was rebuilt in the late 1960s as a concrete shell filled with

sand and gravel to divert flow into the Brownsville Canal for aesthetic purposes. The dam was 33.5m wide with a

4.3m apron (Figure 2). The upstream height of the dam was increased from 2.4 to 4m using flashboards from the

end of May to the beginning of October to enable diversion into the canal. During the summer when the flashboards

were installed, the ratio of reservoir width to channel width, as measured from the July 2005 aerial photo, was 2.2,

reflecting the wider reservoir section within the first 70m upstream of the dam relative to the upstream reach. The

run-of-river reservoir was filled with approximately 14 000m3 of gravel (D50¼ 59mm). The river dropped 1.5–

2.4m from the downstream edge of the dam apron into a scour pool with large boulders placed against the dam to

control scour under the sill (Runyon et al., 2004).

The dam partially blocked the passage of spring Chinook and winter steelhead, which are listed as threatened

under the Endangered Species Act, and other fish. The dam was also a safety hazard due to erosion under the sill on

the downstream face of the dam (Runyon et al., 2004). The dam was removed with a jackhammer and excavator at

the end of August 2007 in two stages (Martin, 2007). A 4.5m section from the right (north) side of the dam was

removed in the first stage. For the second stage, the river was diverted into the breach, and the remaining section was

removed behind a coffer dam (Figure 2).

Study area

The study area consisted of four reaches (Figure 1). Two consecutive 0.67 km (20 times active channel width)

reaches were established downstream from the dam, and one reach was established 1.6 km upstream from the
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reservoir. A fourth, 0.4 km-long reach was defined within the reservoir that terminated at the first riffle upstream of

the dam. The reach 1.6 km upstream of the reservoir was used as a study control. As the bed elevation at the

beginning of the upstream reach is 2m above the dam height and 0.6m above the flashboard (summer) height, the

upstream reach was not influenced by backwater from the dam. The upstream reach was also not at risk of being

influenced by the base level lowering from the dam removal as the upstream reach begins 0.7 km upstream of the

Figure 1. (a) Map of the Calapooia, South Santiam and Mohawk Rivers within the Willamette Basin with the locations of current and former
USGS gage locations. (b) Extent and layout of study reaches with 2007 bars and wetted channel broken into channel units. (c) Wetted channel
and bars for part of the reservoir and immediately downstream showing cross sections. This figure is available in colour online at

wileyonlinelibrary.com
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expected extent of the headcut from the dam removal (based off of the equilibrium slope calculated from a

longitudinal profile taken in 2007 prior to the dam removal). In addition, there is a re-emergence of riffles and

alternating bars as well as re-meandering of the channel between the upstream end of the reservoir reach and the

beginning of the upstream reach.

Each of the four study reaches was divided into four types of channel units: riffles, pools, glides and runs. The

slower flow channel units were defined as pools or glides. Pools were deeper with clear boundaries of the head and

tail (Kershner et al., 2004). Glides had moderately shallow and tranquil flow (Nielsen and Johnson, 1983). The

faster flow channel units were defined as riffles or runs. Shallow and turbulent stream units with gradients higher

than pools or glides were classified as riffles (Nielsen and Johnson, 1983). Runs were of moderate gradient and

uniform, trapezoidal cross sections that occurred downstream of riffles.

Prior to the dam removal, the first 400m downstream from the dam was a straight, plane-bed channel with

exposed bedrock/hardpan and few small bars (Table I). Starting 400m downstream from the dam, the river began to

meander with mid-channel and alternating lateral bars. In the second downstream reach (DS2), the river widens

with large, alternating gravel bars. DS2 also had a relic channel, which primarily ran dry during the summer, up to

100m from the main low-flow channel. The upstream control reach was narrower than both downstream reaches

with an even distribution of channel units, long alternating lateral bars and no relic channels.

METHODS

Field surveys and aerial photography: data collection and processing

The stream channel was surveyed during the summer of 2007, prior to the removal of Brownsville Dam, and

during the summer of 2008, one year following dam removal. Within each channel unit of each reach, four equally-

Figure 2. Brownsville Dam from the north abutment after the first stage of removal. Photo courtesy of John D. Martin, Cascade Earth Sciences.
This figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com

Table I. Reach attributes for the study area prior to dam removal (2007)

Reach Active channel width (m) Slope (%) Sinuosity Channel units D50 (mm)

US 22 0.1 1.0 3 pools, 3 riffles, 3 glides, 2 runs 23
DS1 31 0.3 1.0 1 pool, 3 riffles, 3 runs 6
DS2 38 0.2 1.2 4 pools, 2 riffles, 2 glides, 1 run 26

The ‘active channel’ width is the combined width of the low flow wetted channel and bare or sparsely vegetated bars (O’Connor et al., 2003;
Rappe and Abbe, 2003)
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spaced cross sections were surveyed. The bottom cross section of each channel unit was used as the top cross

section of the downstream adjacent channel unit. Points were surveyed at obvious slope breaks using a Nikon DTM-

352 Total Station and prism. In addition to the cross sections, the boundaries and slope breaks of bars were

surveyed. Bars were defined in the photos and in the field as areas adjacent to the wetted channel that were bare or

sparsely vegetated. From each field survey, polygons were created for the bars and wetted channel of each channel

unit and mapped in Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) 1 ArcMapTM 9.3 in US feet in the Oregon

North State Plane projection, North American Datum 83 (ESRI, 1999–2006).

In addition to the field pre-removal data, we performed an analysis of recent (1994–2008) aerial photography

(Figures 3 and 4, Table II). We used the best quality photos available with the shortest intervals in between the

photos in order to make the most relevant comparison with the field surveys. The photos from 1994, 1995, 1998,

2003, 2004 and 2006 were scanned from contact prints and orthorectified using 4–5 ground control points (GCPs)

for each photo, camera calibration information, and the 2001 10m USGS DEM with the Camera model in the

Image AnalysisTM for ArcGIS extension (Leica Geosystems Geospatial Imaging, 2007). We used bilinear pixel

resampling during and after orthorectification to transfer pixel values from the original image to the orthorectified

image, which was necessary due to warping of pixels during orthorectification and changing cell sizes after

orthorectification (Hughes et al., 2006). The 1995 photo was scanned from film by the Earth Resources Observation

Systems Data Center. The 1996, April 2000, July 2005 and 2008 photos were flown, scanned from film and

aerotriangulated using stereo pairs and GPS located targets for Linn County GIS. The 2008 photo was compared to

the 2008 field survey, and used to assess coordinate accuracy for the rest of the photos as it was designed to meet

100 ¼ 2000 map accuracy standards or �1.22m for 90% of points tested (S. Smith, personal communication; U.S.

Geological Survey, 1999). The July 2000 and August 2005 photos were processed as Digital Ortho Quarter Quads

(DOQQ) by the Oregon Geospatial Enterprise Office.

The low-flow wetted channels, wetted areas connected but not continuous with the main channel (backwaters)

and bars were delineated at a consistent scale from the aerial photos. Bar polygons were saved in an ArcGIS

Figure 3. Snapshots of most of the aerial photos of representative areas within US, DS2 and DS1. The photo from 2003 is not display because it
was very similar to the 2004 photo, and the 2006 and 2008 photos are displayed in Figure 4. The photos are displayed using a n¼ 2 standard
deviation stretch based off of the current display extent, which was how photos were displayed during digitizing to emphasize contrast. This

figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com
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Desktop 9.3 personal geodatabase, which automatically calculated area and perimeter. Width of the wetted channel

for field survey and aerial photo data was calculated from wetted channel polygons using the Identity tool in

Analysis in ArcMapTM (ESRI, 1999–2006) along consistent transects established as cross sections during the 2007

field survey.

Because we compared wetted channel-based measurements between aerial photos and field surveys that were

taken at different discharges, we introduced exposure error. To account for the error associated with different

discharges, we used the 2007 field survey data to calculate the average change in wetted width with discharge at

Figure 4. Repeat digitizing of wetted channel and bars on the (a) 2006 and (b) 2008 aerial photos to document identification errors. This figure
shows the riffle channel unit, 385m downstream from the dam, that was repeat digitized. The insets are at the scale used for digitizing. This figure

is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com

Table II. Summary of aerial photography sources and attributes

Photo Scale/pixel size (m) Type Dates flown

1994 National Aerial Photography Program (NAPP) 1:40 000/0.6 B&W 5/24/94
1995 NAPP 1:40 000/0.6 B&W 6/29/95
1996 Linn county, OR digital orthophotos 1:20 000/0.3 B&W 4/30/96
1998 Linn county, OR (WAC, Corp.) 1:24 000/0.6 Colour 8/10/98
2000 Brownsville DOQQ (Oregon Geospatial Enterprise Office) 1:40 000/1.0 B&W 7/24/00
2003 National Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP) 1:40 000/0.6 Colour 6/26/03
2004 NAIP 1:40 000/0.6 Colour 6/20/04
2005 Linn county, OR digital orthophotos 1:20 000/0.3 Colour 7/3/05
2006 NAIP 1:40 000/0.6 Colour 6/23/06
2008 Linn county, OR digital orthophotos 1:20 400/0.3 Colour 8/4/08 and 8/14/08
2000 Linn county, OR digital orthophotosa 1:20 000/0.3 B&W 4/1/00
2005 Brownsville DOQQ (Oregon Geospatial Enterprise Office)a 1:40 000/0.5 Colour 8/4/05

aThese photos were only used for exposure error validation.
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each cross section and averaged that value for each reach. Further, we used the second set of photos taken in 2000

(April) and 2005 (August) to assess our exposure error calculation (Figure 4, Table II).

Analysis of channel changes

We sought to attribute downstream channel changes to the dam removal by comparing the observed differences

in the downstream reaches, based on the 2007–2008 field surveys, to (1) the changes observed in the upstream

control reach, also based on the 2007–2008 field surveys and (2) the changes observed in the downstream reaches

over time prior to the dam removal using aerial photos. Previous dam removal studies have observed downstream

deposition on the channel margins, in pools and the creation of alternating bars (Stanley et al., 2002; Stewart, 2006).

We sought to capture evidence of similar types of changes downstream by extracting bar area and wetted width

from our survey data prior to and 1 year after the dam removal. We chose these metrics for their ability to reflect the

types of changes expected within the active channel (the portion of the channel regularly scoured by flows), and for

consistency between aerial photos and field surveys (O’Connor et al., 2003; Rappe and Abbe, 2003).With both field

survey data and an aerial photo taken in 2008, we were able to make a direct comparison between the two types of

measurement.

To aid in our comparison of channel changes measured across different water years and using different

measurement techniques, we evaluated two metrics describing the quantity and magnitude of high flows. Between

each photo or field survey, we calculated: (a) the annual peak flow and (b) the number of events with peaks with a

return year interval (RYI) equal to or greater than 1.2 years. This return year frequency approximates bankfull

discharge in this basin and was based on field survey estimates and water surface elevations from a steady,

subcritical flow regime calculation within HEC-RAS 4.0 (USACE, 2008) using the topography from the 2007 field

survey.

We also analysed the changes observed with the field surveys in the downstream reaches relative to the upstream

control reach. As a study control, the upstream reach should experience and respond similarly to the same basin

conditions as the downstream reaches in the absence of the dam removal (Bushaw-Newton et al., 2002). The

upstream reach was picked for its proximity and relative geomorphic similarity to the downstream reaches.

Differences between the 2007–2008 changes observed in the downstream reaches and upstream reaches using

the field surveys could indicate a dam removal effect. By comparing the downstream reaches to the upstream

reach with the aerial photos as well, we established the relationship between the reaches prior to the dam

removal.

Measurement from both controls, the upstream reach and the aerial photos, had errors of different magnitude

than the field survey measurements for the downstream reaches, either due to location or measurement technique.

By including measurement errors in our analysis, we sought to avoid over or under estimating our confidence in the

observed differences. We evaluated all changes relative to their measurement errors to address uncertainty in our

observations.

Discharge extrapolation

We used linear regression to extrapolate annual peak flows and average daily flows for our channel change and

error analyses. No published record of discharge exists on the Calapooia River for the period of aerial photo and

field survey analysis from 1994 to 2008. The USGS gage at Albany (#14173500) ceased operation in 1980 and the

USGS gage at Holley (#14172000), 16 km upstream from the dam, ceased operation in 1990 (Figure 1). Two nearby

USGS gages on the South Santiam (#14185000) and Mohawk Rivers (#14165000) were chosen to create log-

transformed regression models for the average daily and annual peak discharges at the site of the former USGS gage

on the Calapooia River at Holley based upon 26 years of concurrent historic operation (Walter, 2009). The USGS

gages on these two rivers were selected based on the following criteria: (1) within 40 km of the Holley gage; (2) a

similar drainage area to the gage at Holley: between 250 and 460 km2; (3) operational for at least 25 years

concurrently with the Holley gage and from 1994 to the present and (4) with similar hydrogeology identified as

rivers draining the Western Cascade Mountain Range (Tague and Grant, 2004; Walter, 2009). Three average daily

flow models were created for the different types of flow: summer low flow, the recession limb of spring storms and
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event peaks greater than the 1.2 RYI. The 1996 and April 2000 photos were taken at higher flows during the

recession limb of spring rain storms in this snow-melt dominated hydrologic regime. Thus, a different model was

used to reflect the difference in the relationship between the spring runoff hydrographs and the summer low flow

hydrographs between these three rivers. It was necessary to use the average daily flow for event peaks other than the

annual peak because instantaneous USGS records are only available starting in 1988, and therefore there was not

enough data to create a model between the Calapooia River gage at Holley and the South Santiam River and

Mohawk River gages based upon instantaneous flow.

The predicted annual peak flows and summer and spring average daily flows were validated by comparisons with

flows on the Calapooia at Holley from 1988 to 1990, and with flows at a gaging station established for this study

near the Brownsville Bridge during the 2008 water year. During the 2008 water year, stage for the Calapooia River

was measured 4.6 km downstream from the dam near the Brownsville Bridge using an in-stream Stevens PS 600

vented pressure transducer. A total of 18 discharge measurements, 0.7–64 cms, were used to create a rating curve

for low and high flows (Walter, 2009).

Error analysis

Position errors. Position error is a measurement of the effect of imprecise re-occupation. We relied

predominantly on coordinates to re-locate cross section locations for the field surveys and aerial photos (Walter,

2009). For both the field surveys and the aerial photos, we assessed both (1) our ability to re-occupy the same

locations using coordinates (as measured by coordinate accuracy) and (2) the variability introduced by deviations in

the location measured (Table III). For example, if a coordinate accuracy of �2m led to one measurement being

taken 2m upstream from the measurement to which it was being compared, the variability of the channel or bar

between the first and second locations would determine the amount of error introduced.

For the field survey, the two regions of the study area, upstream and downstream, were assessed separately for

coordinate accuracy because they had different sets of controls due to their physical separation. Initial GPS controls

for each region were established for the total station survey using a Topcon HiPer1 LiteþGPS base station and

corrected using OPUS (National Geodetic Survey, 2008). Five benchmarks, one at the dam and the rest 340–730m

downstream from the dam, survived vandalism between the field surveys in the downstream reaches, but none of the

original benchmarks remained in the upstream reach in 2008.

For the downstream reaches in 2008, the benchmark at the dam from 2007 was used to establish a consistent

horizontal and vertical initial coordinate datum and a new control with GPS acquired coordinates established the

Table III. Methods by measurement type and component for position error

Measurement Components Methods of measurement References

Coordinate
accuracy

Wetted width &
bar area (F)

Instrument operation Known point re-occupation
(DS)

(Walter, 2009)

Control points GPS RMSE, Known point/
cross section re-occupation

(Walter, 2009)

Wetted width &
bar area (A)

Model fitting Independent test points relative
to 2008 photo

(Hughes et al., 2006)

Control points GPS RMSE (Walter, 2009)
Feature
properties

Wetted width
(A & F)

Wetted channel edge
continuity

Maximum difference between the
measured wetted width at a cross sec-
tion and measured values of wetted
width at transects parallel to each cross
section within a distance upstream or
downstream equal to coordinate
accuracy

Bar area
(A & F)

Channel unit boundary
buffer

Product of bar width at channel unit
boundaries and coordinate accuracy

The methods applicable to the field surveys are identified by an (F), and those applicable to the aerial photos by an (A) in the measurement
column.
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horizontal angle datum, i.e. the direction of north according to the Oregon State Plane North projection. The

remaining four benchmarks present in the downstream reaches for both field surveys were used to calculate the

errors due to instrument operation and different controls for the initial horizontal angle datum between the field

surveys (Walter, 2009).

For the upstream reach, all initial controls, and therefore coordinate accuracy, for the 2007 and 2008 field surveys

were dependent on GPS-acquired coordinates. Errors in the GPS coordinates for the initial controls propagated

directly as a translation, and indirectly as a rotation of coordinates, affecting those farthest away from the initial

controls the most. Error in coordinates due to rotation of the field surveys relative to each other was calculated by

assessing cross sections farthest from the initial controls for a lateral shift in the locations of exposed bedrock

(Walter, 2009). Instrument operation errors, cumulative errors due to multiple station setups with small

discrepancies in centering and levelling, were assumed to be the same for all reaches.

Coordinate consistency within cross sections was a function of instrument operation and precision. We used

backsight checks at individual stations to assess instrument operation related coordinate consistency for points

within the same cross section. We did not factor the precision of the instrument1 into our analysis as the same

operators and instrument were used for both surveys, and instrument precision is usually very small relative to the

other errors (Downward, 1995).

For aerial photos, coordinate accuracy was a combination of the error in the inputs and the error in the

orthorectification process (Table III). Orthorectification was used to assign coordinates and create a consistent scale

across each photo (Hughes et al., 2006). We used building corners visible on the majority of the photos as ground

control points and acquired coordinates using a Topcon HiPer1LiteþGPS base station and corrected using OPUS-

RS or Topcon Tools (Topcon Positioning Systems, 2007; National Geodetic Survey, 2008). The overall coordinate

accuracy for each photo was assessed as the average error for independent test points near the study area relative to

the 2008 aerial photo (Figure 5a) (Hughes et al., 2006).

Identification errors. For the field surveys, errors in identification of the wetted boundary by the rod operator

were estimated by repeat surveys. During both the 2007 and 2008 field surveys, the same rod operator surveyed the

top cross section for each channel unit twice consecutively resulting in two sets of coordinates for both edges of

water for each survey. The identification error for thewetted width at a cross section was calculated as the difference

in wetted width for each repeat cross section, and averaged within each reach The error for the bar area was

calculated as the product of each bar perimeter and the identification error for the wetted boundary. The

identification error for the non-wetted boundary of the bars was assumed to be the same as that for the wetted

boundary.

Errors in identifying features from the aerial photos were due to indistinct feature (e.g. channel, bar) boundaries,

shadows, the cell size of the digital version of the photo and the warping and pixel resampling of features during

the processing of the photos. The error associated with identifying feature boundaries was estimated by repeatedly

(31 times) (Taylor, 1997) digitizing one channel unit for each reach in the 2006 photo, representing the photo with

the least distinct boundaries for the smaller scale photos, and in the 2008 photo, representing the larger scale photos

(Downward et al., 1994; Downward, 1995; Van Steeter and Pitlick, 1998). The channel units selected for repeat

digitizing were representative worst case scenarios, in terms of shadows and boundary clarity, and because of the

presence of mid channel bars and/or lateral bars. Identification error for wetted width was calculated according to

the methods of Downward, 1995 and Downward et al., 1994 to obtain the 95% confidence interval for the

differences in the wetted boundary of the channel unit that we repeat digitized. Identification error for bar area was

the product of the 95% confidence interval for the differences in bar boundary for each channel unit we repeat

digitized and the length of the perimeter digitized for each bar.

Exposure errors. The response metrics (wetted width and bar area) were analysed relative to the wetted

boundary at the time of measurement. Average daily discharge was the common datum to ensure an equitable

comparison of the measurements between years. There were two components to the exposure error calculation with

multiple factors contributing for each: (1) estimation of average daily discharge for each aerial photo or field survey

measurement and (2) estimation of the change in metrics associated with different discharges for consecutive

1Nikon DTM 352 has a dual-axis �30 tilt compensator, and a precision of � (10þ 5 parts per million� distance) mm in normal mode (Tripod
Data Systems, 2008).
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measurements (Table IV) (Walter, 2009). Previous studies have compensated for variations in discharge through

stage corrections or with reach-averaged wetted width as a power function of discharge (Ham and Church, 2000;

Evans et al., 2007). Basing corrections on stage was not feasible for this study due to the lack of a current gage, and

we did not find an acceptable power relationship between the average wetted width for a reach and the discharge,

likely due to the small range of discharges.

The second component of the exposure error calculation consisted of relating changes in discharge to changes in

the wetted width using the 2007 field data. We used WinXSPro (Stream Systems Technology Center, 2005) to

calculate the wetted width and discharge for the 2007 field survey data for each cross section at 0.03m increments

of stage over the range of discharge values predicted for the field surveys and aerial photos. We divided the change

in width by change in discharge for the calculated values from each consecutive 0.03m stage increment, and

averaged the results for each cross section and over each reach.

Exposure error for each cross section (field surveys) or each reach (aerial photos) was calculated as the product of

the predicted maximum difference in discharge (estimated difference in discharge plus error in discharge estimates)

and the average change in width per change in discharge for each reach. For field surveys, cross sections were

surveyed over multiple days both years.We assumed (a) a linear relationship between wetted width and discharge at

a cross section over the range of flows observed for the aerial photos and field surveys and (b) comparability across

time and space (each reach) for the relationship between wetted width and discharge. Exposure error for each bar

was calculated as the product of the wetted perimeter for each bar and half the exposure error for wetted width for

each reach.

The exposure error calculated from the 2007 field survey was validated using two aerial photos taken in 2000 and

two taken in 2005 (Figure 4, Table II). There were three small (peaks less than 40 cms) storm events between the

Figure 5. (a) Locations of independent test points relative to the study area. (b) Locations of ground control points (GCP) used for
orthorectification relative to photo extents. This figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com
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2000 photos, and no storm events between the 2005 photos. The measured changes in bar area and wetted width

between the 2000 photos and between the 2005 photos, with respect to the position and identification errors,

were averaged over each reach and compared to the calculated exposure error for each comparison.Wewere able to

assess the validity and comparability of the two methods for calculating exposure by using both methods to

calculate the error between the same-year aerial photos (2000 and 2005).

Combination of errors. Errors were not assumed to be independent, and the errors from each measurement in a

comparison were assumed to occur in opposite directions to assess the maximum possible error (Downward, 1995;

Taylor, 1997; Mount and Louis, 2005). For each aerial photo or field survey comparison, the total error for wetted

width or bar area was calculated as the sum of the exposure error for the comparison, and the position and

identification error for each of the photos or field surveys being compared (Equation 1).

ecomb ¼ ðexy;year1 þ exy;year2Þ þ ðeid;year1 þ eid;year2Þ þ eexp;year1�2
(1)

where ecomb is the combined error for a response metric for an aerial photo or field survey comparison, exy is the

total position error for a response metric for an aerial photo or field survey, eid is the total identification error for a

response metric for an aerial photo or field survey and eexp is the total exposure error for the aerial photo or field

survey comparison.

RESULTS

Error analysis

We found that the largest component of error for the field surveys and the majority of the aerial photos was the

exposure error (Figure 6, Tables V and VI). Predominantly, this was a result of the small size of the position and

identification errors (Table VI). The majority of photo comparisons with position error or identification error as the

largest error were for bar area and varied by photo pair (Figure 6, Tables Vand VI). For example, identification error

was dominant for bar area for two of the reaches in the 1994–1995 photo comparison because the difference in

Table IV. Methods by component for discharge at the time of measurement for exposure error

Components Methods of measurement References

USGS measurements
for model creation

Additional regression models generated from upper and
lower limit predictor flow values (reported value �15%:
uncertainty from USGS annual water reports); upper and
lower limit models used to transform % uncertainty for
predictor values into flow uncertainty for predicted values
by generating possible range of predicted flows from all
models

(Herrett et al., 2005; US Geological
Survey, 2008a; US Geological Sur-
vey, 2008b; Walter, 2009)

USGS measurements
as predictors

Upper and lower limit predictor flow values (reported value
�15%: uncertainty from USGS annual water reports) put
into model to generate upper and lower limit predicted flow
values.

Regression RMSE between measured USGS discharge values on the
Calapooia at Holley and model predicted values for 1988–
1990

(Walter, 2009)

Downstream scaling;
Extrapolation through
time

RMSE between model predicted values at Holley and
measured values at Brownsville Bridge for 2008

(Walter, 2009)

Diurnal variation Maximum difference between average daily flow and
instantaneous flows during daylight hours
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discharge was one of the smallest,�0.5� 3.8 cms, and both were small scale (1:40 000) photos (Figure 6, Tables V

and VI).

For almost all reaches and both metrics, the aerial photo comparisons had larger total position and identification

errors than the field survey comparison (Figure 6, Table VI). The average total error for the field survey comparison,

3.2m for the wetted width and 180m2 for bar area, was at most 2/3 of the average total error for an aerial photo

comparison (Tables V and VI). While this amount of error is large relative to the size of the channel, our analysis

represents the worst case scenario for such errors.

Figure 6. Average total errors by reach and metric for the aerial photos (1994–2008) and field surveys (2007–2008). The July–April 2000 and
July–August 2005 photo comparisons were used solely to validate exposure error. This figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.

com

Table V. Average combined errors for aerial photos and field surveys

Years compared Difference in average daily
discharge at time of measurement (cms)

Average exposure error

D Bar area (m2) D Wetted width (m)

1995–1994 �0.5� 3.8 103 4.9
1996–1995 12� 18 1083 34
1998–1996 �15� 17 1824 35
July 2000–1998 0.3� 1.7 99 2.1
2003–July 2000 0.2� 1.9 98 2.3
2004–2003 2.4� 3.2 173 6.2
July 2005–2004 �1.1� 3.8 154 5.5
2006–July 2005 0.5� 3.5 128 4.4
2008–2008 (Field to aerial) 0� 1.9 111 2.3
2008–2007 (Field surveys) 0.4� 1.7 98 2.2

Combined errors are the sum of the errors for each photo or field survey in the listed comparison. Averaged errors indicate an average of the error
for the three reaches (DS1, DS2 and US). The error estimate for the difference in average daily discharge at the time of measurement is separated
into parts in Table VI: model RMSE, diurnal variation and USGS values for model creation and prediction.
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The large range in values for the different types of error associated with the aerial photos, especially the exposure

error, was a function of the different sources and associated processing of the photos, and the different times of year

at which they were taken (summer versus spring). Since the magnitude and importance of different types of error

were different between the aerial photo and the field survey comparisons, accounting for error was important in

making equitable comparisons between changes observed between aerial photos and changes observed between

field surveys.

Position errors. For the field surveys, the size of position error relative to the other two errors depended on reach

and metric (Figure 6, Tables Vand VI). For DS1 and US for most of the photo comparisons, position error was the

smallest error for both metrics (Figure 6, Tables Vand VI). Position error was the largest in the DS2 reach for both

field survey and aerial photos (Figure 6).

For the field surveys, the position error for the wetted width was a function of coordinate accuracy and the

consistency of the wetted boundary for each survey. For bar area, the position error was a function of the coordinate

accuracy and the bar width at channel unit boundaries, which was greatest in DS2. The dominant proportion of the

coordinate accuracy estimate for both the upstream reach and downstream reaches was attributed to the combined

error from the GPS coordinates for the initial horizontal angle datum, the control backsight, and instrument

operation. OPUS coordinate corrections for controls for the field surveys resulted in combined horizontal and

vertical errors between 0.02� 0.03m for the upstream bases and 0.3m for the downstream base. The coordinate

inaccuracy for the downstream reaches increased linearly with distance from the GPS control point at the dam and

was at a maximum, 1.6m, at the cross section the farthest away from the controls (1327m downstream from the

control point at the dam). This linear relationship, 0.0014meters of error per meter from control, started 155m from

the control, and was used to calculate the error at each cross section. For the downstream reaches, the further from

the control point at the dam, the greater the error in relocating the cross-section using the Total Station coordinates.

The coordinate inaccuracy for the upstream reach was assumed to increase linearly as well, and had a maximum of

�1.9m at the cross section the farthest away, 650m, from the initial controls. Since cross sections were re-located

in 2008 for the upstream reach using distances instead of coordinates for the few un-monumented cross sections, the

error in re-locating cross sections did not increase with distance from the control. The coordinate inaccuracy within

cross sections was negligible, as established by backsight checks at individual stations throughout the reaches.

The worst coordinate accuracy (the primary determinant of position error) was calculated for two of the photos

not specifically processed for this study: July 2000 and August 2005, which aligns with the published horizontal

accuracy standards for those photos (ER Mapper, 2007). The coordinate accuracy varied greatly by photo. This is

due to the coordinate accuracy standards for individual photos as well as the digital quality of the photos, which

were dependent on the source and intended purpose of the photos. For example, our objective of digitizing and

comparing channel boundaries required different photo processing for greater position accuracy than for the

Table VI. Average combined coordinate accuracy, position and identification errors for aerial photos and field surveys.

Years compared Average combined
coordinate accuracy (m)

Average combined
position error

Average combined
identification error

D Bar
area (m2)

D Wetted
width (m)

D Bar
area (m2)

D Wetted
width (m)

1995–1994 3.3 97 1.6 110 2.2
1996–1995 2.7 100 1.0 94 1.5
1998–1996 2.2 140 0.8 140 0.8
July 2000–1998 6.5 520 1.8 140 1.5
2003–July 2000 7.3 500 2.1 165 2.2
2004–2003 3.2 140 0.9 120 2.2
July 2005–2004 3.5 105 1.3 95 1.5
2006–July 2005 3.7 100 1.5 88 1.5
2008–2008 (Field to aerial) 0.7 74 0.9 91 0.6
2008–2007 (Field surveys) 0.8 35 0.6 46 0.4
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objectives for other entities (e.g. assessing property values). However, the size of the position error for most of the

photo comparisons was not solely a function of the coordinate accuracy for each the photos, but also of the

consistency of the boundary itself (Table VI).

Identification errors. For aerial photos, shadows, riparian vegetation overhanging the channel and poor image

quality contributed to variability in identification of the wetted boundary. Therefore, identification error could

contribute greatly to the error in measurements from an individual photo (Figure 6, Table VI). For the wetted

channel, identification error for the 2006 photo was double to three times the 2008 photo depending on the reach

(Table VII). There was less error in repeat digitizing of bar boundaries than the wetted channel for almost all

reaches for both photos (Table VII), reflecting an advantage of using bars as a feature in the analysis of channel

change.

The field survey identification error for the change in wetted width at a cross section was assessed from the

wetted boundaries exclusive of mid-channel bars. The field survey identification error was the smallest field survey

error for wetted width as a result of our ability to identify and measure the coordinates of wetted boundary at close

range with precision.

Exposure errors. The importance of exposure error was comparison dependent due to the large range of values

for the differences in average daily discharge (Table V). Exposure error was important for nearly all comparisons,

but especially for the comparisons of photos taken in the spring to those taken in the summer (1995–1996, 1996–

1998 and April–July 2000), which were dominated by the exposure error (Table V).

The uncertainty in the discharge predictions strongly influenced exposure errors (Table V). For nearly all aerial

photo and field survey comparisons, the combined error for each pair of discharge predictions was greater than the

difference in predicted discharge (Table V). The largest proportion of the error in the discharge predictions was due

to error in the USGS discharge measurements used to create the models and the discharges used to predict new

values (Table VIII). The spring discharge predictions had greater errors than the summer discharge predictions due

to a poorer fit of the linear regression equation, and the larger discharges used to predict (Table VIII). Diurnal

variability contributed minimally to error in discharge for most of the summer photo comparisons, but was more

substantial for the spring to summer photo comparisons (1995–1996 and 1996–1998) (Table VIII).

Table VII. 95% confidence intervals for the slither width of repeat digitized bars and the wetted channel by reach for the 2006
and 2008 aerial photos

Reach 2006 2008

Wetted channel (m) Bar (m) Wetted channel (m) Bar (m)

DS2 0.8 0.7 0.4 0.2
DS1 1.2 0.6 0.4 0.4
US 1.3 0.7 0.4 0.9

Table VIII. Discharge estimation error components

Location Type of
average daily
flow estimate

Model
validation

RMSE (cms)

Diurnal
variability

in flow (cms)

USGS discharges
for model
creation

USGS
discharges for
predictions

Holley summer �0.3 � 0.0 to 0.6 (Avg.: 0.1 cms) �31% (� 0.2 to 1.2 cms) �14% (� 0.1 to 0.6 cms)
spring �3.1 � 0.9;� 4.7 �35% (� 5.4 cms) �17% (� 2.6 cms)

Brownsville summer �0.7 �31% (� 0.2 to 1.2 cms) �14% (� 0.1 to 0.6 cms)
spring �5.6 �35% (� 5.4 cms) �17% (� 2.6 cms)

Error values in cms quoted relative to uncertainty in percent from the USGS discharges and diurnal variability in flow are the specific range of
values from the average daily discharge predictions for the aerial photo and field survey dates.
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The error estimate for the regression model of the average daily discharge was more than double the 1988–1990

validation error. For the spring average daily discharge, the error estimate for the regression model relative to the

2008 validation was a little less than double the 1988–1990 validation error, likely due to an incomplete stage-

discharge relationship (18 discharge measurements at sub-bankfull discharges). The error in discharge due to

extrapolating downstream and into the future, as measured by the 2008 validation was small relative the error from

discharge inputs for model creation and prediction.

Next, we considered exposure error due to calculating changes in width associated with changes in discharge. For

both metrics and same-year photo comparisons, the exposure errors were within the average measured changes,

plus or minus the identification and position errors for almost all reaches (Table IX). From both assessments, DS1

had the smallest exposure error due to the relatively confined and unchanging channel with nearly vertical banks.

The large overestimate of exposure error, relative to changes in the upstream reach for 2000, suggests that either the

aerial photo measurements did not capture all the changes in wetted width, or that the upstream reach bar and bank

slopes changed between 2000 and 2007. The exposure error in the upstream reach for the 2000 photo comparison

was similar to the maximummeasured change between the photos whereas the maximummeasured values for DS2

and DS1 were much larger, 20 and 5m, respectively, than the exposure error. For the 2005 photo comparison, the

maximummeasured change in wetted width for DS1 was anomalously greater than both the exposure error and the

maximum for the 2000 photo comparison. The disparity between wetted widths for the 2005 photo comparison and

2000 photo comparison at the cross section with the maximum measured change was due to a large shadow falling

over a discontinuous part of the channel boundary for the August 2005 photo.

Analysis of aerial photos by study reach: channel changes relative to error

The analysis of aerial photos from 1994 to 2006 was used to establish the baseline variability prior to dam

removal. In DS1 and US, the majority of the changes in wetted width and bar area as observed from the aerial

photos were less than the total measurement error for each photo-year comparison. The greatest magnitude and

quantity of changes in both metrics were in the far downstream reach, DS2, with a few exceptions (Figure 7,

Tables X and XI). The prevalence and range of above-error changes in bar area and wetted width throughout the

time period of the aerial photo analysis demonstrate the high variability of the second downstream reach (Figure 7,

Tables X and XI).

In contrast to DS2, almost all of the cross sections in the near downstream reach, DS1, and the upstream reach,

US, for aerial photo comparisons had changes in wetted width that were generally less than the average total error

(Table X). For both DS1 and US, most of the changes in bar area and wetted width were small and beyond our

ability to quantify, being below measurement errors due to the quality of aerial photos compared and uncertainty in

discharge measurements (Tables X and XI).

Since an aerial photo was taken during the summer of 2008, concurrent with one of our field surveys, we were

able to make a direct assessment of the comparability of the two types of measurements. The majority of the

differences between the aerial photos and field surveys were within measurement error (Table XII). The larger

Table IX. Validation of exposure error for wetted width and bar area

April–July 2000 July–August 2005

Wetted width (m) Bar area (m2) Wetted width (m) Bar area (m2)

DS2 DS1 US DS2 DS1 US DS2 DS1 US DS2 DS1 US

Min. 0.3 2.9 2.9 60 50 �35 0.8 0.7 0.7 �35 10 10
Max. 35 17 18 1640 950 720 9.4 18 13 780 320 470
Avg. 14 8.9 11 470 400 300 4.8 4.7 5.3 280 160 220
eexp 14 12 19 1080 540 390 3.3 3.6 2.4 200 160 120
eidþ exy 3.6 3.9 2.7 1340 370 210 4.3 3.7 5.8 320 170 160

The difference in average daily discharge at the time of measurement was 5.2� 8.2 cms for the 2000 photos, and 1.6� 2.5 cms for the 2005
photos.
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differences between the 2008 aerial photo and field survey were still smaller than the maximum observed changes

between the field surveys (Tables X–XII). The dominant reasons for the differences between the aerial photo and

field survey bar area and wetted width measurements for 2008 were overhanging riparian vegetation and shadows

that affected boundary identification in the aerial photos.

Analysis of field surveys by study reach: channel changes relative to error

For the field surveys, DS1 exhibited the most above-error changes following dam removal (Figure 7, Tables X

and XI). All of the cross sections and channel units with above-error changes in DS1 were within the first 385m

Figure 7. Plots of changes in (a) wetted width and (b) bar area relative to distance from the dam. The average total aerial error for each reach is
displayed as two different quantities for the each of the reaches: summer comparisons (1994–1995, 1998–July 2000, July 2000–2003, 2003–
2004, 2004–July 2005, July 2005–2006), or summer-spring comparisons (1995–1996, 1996–1998). This figure is available in colour online at

wileyonlinelibrary.com

Table X. Quantity and location of cross sections with above-error changes in wetted width

Years compared DS2 DS1 US

Max (m) Quantity Max (m) Quantity Max (m) Quantity

1995–1994 �16� 9 6 — 0 11� 9 2
1996–1995 57� 35 4 — 0 — 0
1998–1996 �57� 35 6 — 0 — 0
July 2000–1998 32� 5 13 10� 6 4 �12� 5 13
2003–July 2000 �29� 6 13 11� 7 4 7� 6 1
2004–2003 19� 8 6 — 0 — 0
July 2005–2004 �11� 8 1 8� 7 1 10� 9 1
2006–July 2005 �32� 8 11 �17� 7 2 �10� 8 1
2008–2007 — 0 �11� 3 5 9� 4 3
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downstream from the dam. The majority of the larger magnitude changes observed across all reaches in both

metrics were also in DS1. For this reach, most of the bars increased in size, while most of the wetted channel

narrowed at cross sections. This suggests that the bars may be expanding in response to the pulse of gravel supplied

by the dam removal, constraining the flow into a narrower channel. Based upon TIN-based cut-fill calculations in

ArcMap for the reservoir, between the 2007 and 2008 field surveys there was a net erosion of 30% (4000m2) of the

sediment present in the reservoir prior to removal. Due to the much smaller measurement error (Tables V and VI)

associated with the field surveys, we were able to detect small changes (Figure 7).

The concentration of the changes in bar area and wetted width near the dam was easier to detect because there

were few above-error changes in these metrics relative to the DS2 and US reaches. There were no cross sections

with above-error changes in wetted width in DS2 between the 2007–2008 surveys, and only two above-error

changes in bar area. The larger above-error change in bar area at a channel unit 950m downstream from the dam in

DS2 was due to an average increase in width of 5 m at the vegetated boundary for the length of the bar for the 2008

survey. This suggest a change in vegetation or an inconsistent boundary definition between surveys. The other

above-error change in bar area in DS2 was in a channel unit at the boundary of DS2 and DS1, and was due to a bar

surveyed in 2008 which was not present in the 2007 survey, either because the bar enlarged during the winter of

2007 or because of a more restrictive definition of bars in the 2007 survey.

Similar to DS2, changes in bar area and wetted width in the upstream reach were minimal in extent and

magnitude with respect to total measurement error. Only three of the 34 cross sections in the upstream reach had

above-error changes in wetted width (1–4m), and only one of the 11 channel units had above-error changes in bar

area (20m2). The largest change in wetted width and the largest change in bar area in US were the result of two

different bars splitting between the two surveys.

Table XI. Quantity and location of channel units with above-error changes in bar area

Years compared DS2 DS1 US

Max. (m2) Quantity Max. (m2) Quantity Max. (m2) Quantity

1995–1994 1200� 850 1 (67m) — 0 — 0
1996–1995 — 0 — 0 — 0
1998–1996 — 0 — 0 — 0
July 2000–1998 — 0 �260� 120 1 (140m) — 0
2003–July 2000 �3520� 1460 2 (200m) �670� 430 2 (175m) �190� 150 1 (46m)
2004–2003 �1350� 1100 3 (231m) — 0 — 0
July 2005–2004 �1190� 780 5 (339m) 400� 250 2 (201m) — 0
2006–July 2005 1860� 820 3 (317m) �350� 220 3 (289m) 430� 400 1 (64m)
2008–2007 500� 290 2 (200m) 200� 90 3 (372m) �150� 130 1 (81m)

The combined channel lengths of the channel units with above-error changes in bar area for each comparison are included in parentheses in the
quantity columns to make the assessment of quantity more equitable.

Table XII. Comparison between measurements from the 2008 aerial photo and 2008 field survey

D Wetted width (m) D Bar area (m2)

DS2 DS1 US DS2 DS1 US

Minimum 0� 4 0� 3 0� 4 �20� 280 0� 250 0� 280
Average 2� 4 3� 3 2� 4 110� 280 100� 250 90� 280
Maximum 4� 4 �9� 3 �7� 4 480� 280 230� 250 200� 280
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Estimated peak discharge and channel change

Characterizing the peak flows between measurements was important for understanding the extent of channel

change between compared years within the aerial photos and between the aerial photos and the field surveys. For

this study, we assessed the annual peak discharges and number of events with a RYI equal to or greater than

1.2 (101 cms). Annual peak flows between the aerial photos ranged from 1.1 (84� 7 cms) to 25 (314� 7 cms)

return year interval with zero (for 2004–July 2005) to 7 (for 1998–July 2000) events with greater than or equal to a

1.2 RYI, including the annual peak flow (Table XIII). One of the common issues with aerial photo analysis is

uneven time intervals between photos. The aerial photo comparisons that spanned multiple years included two

(1996–1998 and 1998–July 2000) that had more and greater flows than the majority of the comparisons and one

(July 2000–2003), which had a similar number and annual peak magnitude of flows to the single year comparisons.

The water year between the field surveys (2007–2008) had fewer and smaller events than most of the years

between aerial photos: the annual peak flow between the field surveys was the only flow with equal to or greater

than a 1.2 RYI (99� 7 cms) (Table XIII). The number and magnitude of peak flows between the field surveys lies

between those of two of the aerial photo comparisons: 2004–July 2005 and July 2000–2003. If the changes in bar

area and wetted width were solely a function of peak discharge between measurements, we would expect the field

survey changes in bar area and wetted width to be similar to the changes in bar area and wetted width for July 2000–

2003 and 2004–July 2005. For the range of flows between photos, the far downstream reach, DS2, had above-error

changes in bar area of 250–2060m2, and above-error changes in wetted width of 3–27m (Figure 7, Tables X

and XI). The other two reaches in our study, DS1 and US, both had typically fewer and lower magnitude changes

that were above-error: 130–240m2 of change in bar area in DS1, 30–40m2 of change in bar area in US, 1–10m

change in wetted width in DS1 and 1–7m change in wetted width in US.

Analysis of trends in above-error changes in wetted width and bar area in the downstream reaches using box plots

yielded mixed results (Figure 8). For the median of above-error changes in wetted width at a cross section in the

downstream reaches, there is some evidence of a positive linear relationship with the estimated peak discharge

between measurements (Figure 8). In addition, the median of the above-error changes in wetted width for the field

surveys is similar to the 1998–July 2000, July 2000–2003 and 2004–July 2005 aerial photo comparisons, and the

range is in between the July 2000–2003 and 2004–July 2005 comparisons. In contrast, there is no discernable

relationship between annual peak flow or number of events with a greater than 1.2 RYI and the median above-error

change in bar area within channel units in the downstream reaches (Figure 8, Table V). This is likely due to the

small quantities for each comparison and the large exposure error for the photo comparisons with the greatest

annual peak discharges between the photos (1995–1996 and 1996–1998) (Figure 8, Table V). This lack of a

relationship may be a reflection of the small number of above-error changes in bar area as a result of using

conservative error estimates to minimize inclusion of unrealistic changes. Comparing the above-error changes in

bar area for the field surveys to the aerial photo comparisons with the most similar peak discharges, 2004–July 2005

Table XIII. Estimated peak discharge between measurements at the former USGS gage for the Calapooia River at Holley

Years
compared

Date of peak
annual discharge

Estimated peak
annual discharge (cms)

RYI Number of runoff events
with a predicted peak average daily

discharge above 1.2 RYI

1995–1994 1/13/1995 166� 7 2.3 3
1996–1995 2/7/1996 314� 7 25 3
1998–1996 11/19/1996 252� 7 6.5 6
2000–1998 11/25/1999 244� 7 6.2 7
2003–2000 1/30/2003 127� 7 1.5 3
2004–2003 12/13/2003 185� 7 3.1 2
2005–2004 3/27/2005 84� 7 1.1 0
2006–2005 12/31/2005 188� 7 3.2 3
2008–2007 12/24/2007 99� 7 1.2 1

1.2 RYI flow at Holley is 101 cms. Error estimates for the estimated peak discharge are from the 1988–1990 validation.
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and July 2000–2003, the range of values for the field surveys is much smaller, and all above-error values for bar area

for the field surveys indicate increases in bar area whereas the 2004–July 2005 and July 2000–2003 comparisons

both had decreases in bar area within channel units. Looking at the downstream reaches together, there is little

indication of a difference between the above-error changes in wetted width and bar area due to differences in the

two methods (aerial photo comparisons and field surveys).

Figure 8. Box and whisker plot of estimated peak discharge (cms) versus above-error change in (a) wetted width or (b) bar area for the
downstream reaches for all comparisons. The discharges on the x-axis are approximately scaled by quantity. The location of changes (DS1 vs.
DS2) is not represented on these plots. All values displayed for changes in wetted width or bar area are measurements minus error. Only cross
sections with non-zero error-adjusted values were included. Peak discharge betweenmeasurements was estimated at Holley usingmultiple linear
regression with data from the South Santiam andMohawk River USGS gages. The bold line represents the median of the data. The box represents
the middle 50 % of the data: the interquartile range (IQR), while each whisker is at the largest magnitude value that is at most 1.5 times the IQR
away from the box (Ramsey and Schafer, 2002). The dots are values more than 1.5 IQRs away from the box (Ramsey and Schafer, 2002)
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A separate analysis of the two downstream reaches was performed due to the high natural variability of DS2 and

its distance from the dam. We found that the field survey comparison had higher or equal above-error changes in

wetted width at cross sections in DS1 than most aerial photo comparisons (Figure 7, Table X). The above-error

changes in DS1 for the field surveys were smaller but similar in magnitude to most of above-error changes in bar

area for the aerial photo comparisons (Figure 7, Table XI). We found no above-error changes between field surveys

at DS2 for wetted width, compared to the many above-error changes for the aerial photo comparisons in DS2 for

wetted width. For bar area, above-error changes for the field surveys were much smaller than those for the aerial

photos (Table X).

DISCUSSION

Observed responses to dam removal

Consistent with other studies of downstream channel change following dam removal (Doyle et al., 2005; Stewart,

2006), most of the above-error changes in bar area and wetted width following the removal of Brownsville Dam

occurred in the channel immediately below the dam (Figure 7). The majority of the field survey measurements

within the first 450m downstream from the dam indicated narrowing of the wetted channel and increases in the

areas of the bars after the removal. The region directly below the dam is expected to continue adjusting until all the

erodible gravel in the reservoir has been released (Pizzuto, 2002). The dispersion of sediment and increasing natural

variability of the channel with distance downstream will diffuse the signal of the reservoir sediment over time and

space.

From our aerial photo analyses, we established the context for the changes we observed following the dam

removal. We portrayed the range of above-error changes in bar area and wetted width that have occurred recently

relative to (1) estimated annual peak flows between 84 and 314 cms and (2) 0–7 runoff events with return year

intervals equal to or greater than 1.2 years. Without an effect of the dam removal, we expected the majority and

largest magnitude of changes in DS2 and successively fewer and lower magnitude changes in DS1 and US,

especially for bar area.

However, our field surveys indicate a greater magnitude and frequency of above-error changes one year after the

dam removal for DS1 relative to both DS2 and US. Despite the higher variability observed previously in DS2 with

aerial photos, there were no above-error changes in wetted width and few above-error changes in bar area. With an

estimated annual peak flow of 99 cms between the field surveys, we expected the magnitude of the changes

unrelated to the dam removal observed from the field surveys to be low in magnitude relative to the majority of the

aerial photos comparisons. In contrast to the aerial photo comparisons and despite the dynamic morphology of DS2

and relatively low magnitude and frequency of peak flow events, above-error changes in wetted width in DS1 were

greater and more frequent than in DS2 for the field surveys. In addition, there were more channel units with above-

error changes in bar area in DS1 than in DS2 or US. The small, relative to error, differences between the 2008 field

survey and aerial photo measurements demonstrate some compatibility of the two types of measurement. Thus, we

inferred that the changes observed in DS1 were a result of the dam removal: they were greater and more frequent

than the majority of those previously observed in DS1, as well as those observed simultaneously in the typically

more dynamic reach, DS2. Furthermore, the upstream reach had few small above-error changes, as expected from

the aerial photo comparisons, further indicating the departure of DS1 from similar expectations.

Issues in and best practices for minimizing errors

Dam removal is plagued by lack of pre-removal data and yet, this information is key to understanding the

significance of and processes driving channel changes with dam removal. Aerial photos are one option to establish

baseline variability, but the issues and errors need to be considered. In as many ways as possible, we attempted to

address and minimize the differences between measurements and calculations from aerial photos versus field

surveys. The largest components to making the measurements comparable were the selection of channel metrics,

estimation of errors, and the integration of different observational techniques.

Selection of channel metrics. Our measurement techniques, aerial photos and field surveys, dictated which

changes we were able to observe. Aerial photo analysis of rivers is typically restricted to planform changes as
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techniques for determining water depth are still being developed (Gilvear et al., 1998). However, the changes

observed and reported associated with dam removals are typically related to sediment depth (Doyle et al., 2005).

Our analysis was restricted to indirect measures of aggradation and degradation within the bankfull channel,

changes in bar area and the width of the wetted channel, due to our use of aerial photos and the small amount of

change we expected. These metrics were sufficient relative to observation error to establish baseline variability

using the aerial photos, and map the extent and relative magnitude of changes associated with the dam removal.

Estimating observation error in field surveys. We considered error in our analysis in order to improve the

comparability of the results between different kinds of measurements and between different locations. For the field

survey comparisons, position error was the second largest source of error for wetted width measurements in all

reaches and bar area measurements in DS2, but the smallest for bar area measurements in DS1 and US. Since error

calculations for bar area were a product of the individual features (e.g. perimeter or width at channel unit

boundaries), as well as the measurement uncertainty, the trends are not as clear as the errors for wetted width, which

are more directly tied to the measurement uncertainty. The majority of the coordinate inaccuracy for the field

surveys, on average 0.9m, was due to inconsistent controls between the two surveys. Establishment and

maintenance of permanent survey monuments are a challenge for any actively-used river with predominantly

private riparian landownership. We estimated the effects of the inconsistent controls, as well as instrument

operation, on both the downstream reaches and the upstream reach. We consequently found a linear increase in

error with distance from the control. Identification error was small, on average 0.4m, relative to the position error

for wetted width for the field survey comparison. Due to longer bar perimeters than bar widths at channel unit

boundaries, identification error for bar area was larger than position error. Thus, one valuable practice for

minimization of error is to identify willing landowners to establish a large number of survey monuments as controls

to maximize coordinate consistency between surveys.

Estimating observation error in aerial photo analysis. Position error was one of the smaller errors for wetted

width (0.3–3.2m) for all reaches and bar area (20–140m2) for DS1 and US for most of the aerial photo comparisons.

The 1998–July 2000 and July 2000–2003 comparisons were the exceptions for DS1 and DS2 because they included the

photo with the worst coordinate accuracy (July 2000). Since we had a relatively small study area, we were able to use

GPS to acquire ground control points instead of relying on another orthorectified photo or map for positions. Thus, we

were able to orthorectify photos to the same, if not better, coordinate accuracy standard as photos processed by other

entities. As was shown by our analyses, attention to processing of photos can be an important component of improving

coordinate accuracy in analysis of aerial photos, and best practices for orthorectification or geocorrection of aerial

photos are well-described in the literature (Leys and Werritty, 1999; Hughes et al., 2006; Zanoni et al., 2008).

The importance of identification error was reach and photo dependent due to the scale at which photos were

flown, shadows in the photo and the loss of quality associated with scanning contact prints using a flatbed scanner.

For large and small scales, boundaries were equally obscured by overhanging vegetation and shadow. However, we

found it important to assess the error at each scale as boundaries were much clearer, with less associated error, for

the larger scale (1:20 400 to 1:24 000) photos than the smaller scale (1:40 000) photos. Independent of scale, there

was likely a range of values for identification error due to differences in the quality of scanning, and cell size for

each of the photos. Since the identification error was one of the larger errors for aerial photo comparisons, we

believe documentation of this error is critical, and recommend that future studies analyse each photo individually to

establish upper and lower bounds for the identification error. In this study, we digitized each channel unit 31 times

for statistical rigor, but we likely could have digitized fewer times with similar results. In addition, there was an

unquantified but noticeable difference in clarity for aerial photos with similar cell sizes scanned from film using

photogrammetric scanners (1995, 1996, April 2000, July 2005 and 2008), and photos scanned from contact prints

using a flatbed scanner (1994, 1998, 2003, 2004, 2006). Thus, we recommend that aerial photos be professionally

scanned from film for detailed analyses of channel change.

The largest error in the aerial photo comparisons for our study, exposure, was important for wetted width

measurements in all reaches and for bar area measurements in DS1 and US largely independent of the

characteristics of the photo. Primary sources of uncertainty for exposure error included the discharge at the time

photos were taken and discharge measurement errors. Exposure error can be small relative to other errors for

comparisons with small, similar discharges (Table V) (Van Steeter and Pitlick, 1998), and thus can be minimized by

collecting and analysing photos at similar discharges. However, historic aerial photos were collected at a
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limited frequency, often documenting the results of an important event, such as the 1996 photo for this study. Thus,

the minimization of exposure error must be evaluated against with the availability of historical photos. This

uncertainty in discharge measurements is positively related to the exposure error associated with using the wetted

boundary.

The exposure error estimate required the most assumptions of the three types of error calculated because it

was not directly measurable for each comparison. We calculated the exposure error using three different years

of data, 2000, 2005 and 2007, with two different techniques: (1) estimation from field survey cross section data

using software to simulate the flows associated with different wetted widths and (2) comparison of two aerial

photos between which we were able to reasonably assume no channel changes. From a comparison of the

exposure error estimates to the changes in measurements from the 2000 and 2005 photos, we found that

the exposure error estimate was typically within the sum of the identification and position errors of the average

change in measurements. However, the maximum measured changes for the 2000 and 2005 photos were, in

some cases, much larger than the exposure error estimate. The magnitude of the differences in exposure error,

relative to same-year channel changes, between metrics and within reaches indicates the need for separating

exposure error estimates by (a) region of the river, (b) presence/absence and location (left versus right) of lateral

bars and (c) presence/absence of mid channel bars, for example. Calculating and applying exposure error estimates

based upon smaller scale groupings would be possible and desirable, though this approach was not assessed in this

study.

Establishing discharge in ungaged basins. The factor that contributed the greatest to the total error is the

uncertainty in our discharge predictions. For many of the comparisons, the uncertainty associated with a difference

in discharge was nearly nine times greater than the difference in discharge. Without accurate discharge

measurements, detecting small changes in the wetted boundary is unfeasible due to observation error.

Since relatively few of the rivers in the United States are currently or have historically been gaged for discharge,

many discharge dependent analyses will have to resolve the issue of discharge uncertainty. In this study, we were

able to extrapolate from historic discharge records, and we may have been able to reduce uncertainty associated

with our regression by using a more robust method such as Maintenance of Variance Extension (MOVE) (Hirsch,

1982). However, for completely ungaged rivers, options for predicting discharge with constrained uncertainty are

more limited (e.g. rainfall-runoff models). Instead of addressing uncertainty in discharge, researchers may choose

to do a qualitative comparison of discharge dependent features, regardless of discharge record availability

(O’Connor et al., 2003).

Integration of different observation techniques and errors. Aerial photos and field surveys measure features at

different scales using instruments with different precisions and accuracies. We were able to directly compare

measurements between the 2008 aerial photo and field survey, but not aerial photo changes to field survey changes.

From our comparison of measurements, we found primarily small differences relative to measurement error. Our

confidence in comparisons between aerial photos and field surveys was improved by analysing changes in

measurements relative to error and by using same-year measurements of each technique to estimate methodological

errors.

These analyses provide evidence on the effects of the Brownsville dam removal, with context provided by

documenting the natural variability and error for the downstream and control reaches. By assessing measurement

errors, wewere able to minimize differences as a result of using different measurement techniques. The changes we

observed relative to the dam removal were not outside natural variability, but the locations of the larger changes for

the comparison were in the first downstream reach and not in the second downstream reach, as was typical for the

aerial photos.

CONCLUSIONS

Our study site, as a small dam removal with relatively little gravel stored in the reservoir, represents a worst case

scenario with respect to being able to detect effects. With little sediment stored behind the dam, we anticipated

small effects on the downstream channel relative to natural variability. This scenario made detection of important

differences more difficult than would be expected at a larger and more geomorphically-dramatic dam removal.
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Therefore, this small dam removal provides an important opportunity to investigate issues and techniques in

detecting low-level effects on the downstream channel. These issues and techniques translate to the study of greater

magnitude and more obvious effects. This work provides a baseline analysis for improving the documentation of

errors and variability for other dam removal studies where site conditions (e.g. cohesive soils, large volumes of

stored sediment) and dominant errors may vary.

The response metrics and methodologies presented indicate differences between the downstream reaches for the

field surveys versus the aerial photos, and between the downstream reaches and upstream reach for the field surveys.

These differences suggest that the dam removal had an effect on the downstream channel. Evaluation of effects

using the low flow channel and bars was necessary and helpful for comparability between measurement techniques

and the small magnitude of effects, but these metrics also provided a challenge due to discharge uncertainty. In

these assessments, documenting and including measurement errors in the analysis of change provided greater

confidence that the differences were not due to observational error.

Dam removal studies are rarely grounded on extensive data to characterize baseline variability of the system and

consequently of any changes post-removal. Aerial photos can provide context for changes following removal.

However, caution should be used when analysing aerial photos to characterize temporal dynamics due to

observation errors. Further, comparison of aerial photo data and field survey data is subject to some constraints,

such as restriction to planform changes and greater errors for aerial photos. Despite these limitations, we believe

aerial photos can provide a reasonable control in dam removal and other river restoration and management studies

where pre-implementation data is not available. With care, errors in aerial photo analysis can be minimized by non-

photogrammetrists by choosing photos taken at similar, known discharges, scanning from film for better quality

images, and geocorrecting photos. Such best practices can be used to minimize and document errors, and when used

appropriately, can be important to place responses to dam removal in the context of natural geomorphic variability.

As researchers and scientists work toward a more practical and specific understanding of the downstream effects of

small dam removals, assessments of measurement errors and rigorous controls can provide important context for

channel changes.
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